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Overview
The original Local Growth Programme awarded Gloucestershire a total grant sum of £101.7m in
three phases starting in 2014 , with a second phase ‘top up’ in 2015 and a final third phase ‘Growth
Deal 3’ in January 2017.
The initial 2 phases of the growth deal and top-up came with expectation that we would achieve
6000 jobs, 400 homes and £220m of private/public sector capital leverage.
With the third phase, which included the Cheltenham Cyber Park (now known as the Golden Valley
Development) an additional 1855 homes, 8280 jobs and £65m of leverage were committed to, giving
totals of 2255 homes, 14280 jobs and £285m of leverage expected by government in return for the
investment.
A full summary of the projects invested in is shown below in table 2
(NB a sum of £450k was re-allocated to the new Getting Building Fund programme in 2020 as a
result of the withdrawal of the GCC St Barnabas Roundabout scheme)
Progress to date (to August 2021) has seen the programme deliver the following headline outputs :•
•
•

390 homes,
2227 jobs
£205m in leverage

On completion of all of the schemes funded, we now expect to achieve final totals of 3115 homes, in
excess of 16,000 jobs and c£450m of leverage (based on only the first phase of £50m allocated to
the Golden Valley scheme).
These outputs will be achieved over the next 5 years or so as the schemes that have been funded
progress to full construction and completion.
In addition to the ‘headline’ outputs detailed above the LGF investment has already delivered nearly
25,000m2 of new or significantly improved education or skills floorspace and facilitated the
development of 21 Ha (c50 acres) of new employment land, with the Golden Valley scheme and its
45 Ha soon to be added to the total on completion of the West Cheltenham Transport Improvement
Scheme.
The investment was split as follows :-
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•
•
•
•
•

Business Support (including the Growth Hub Network)
Transport & enabling infrastructure
Skills & Education Facilities
Housing (un-locking sites)
Innovation

- £18.1m
- £60.75m
- £12.7m
- £8.7m
- £1m

Economic Performance
Gloucestershire has achieved employment growth rates consistent with UK and South West regional
performance over the last 10 yrs (see fig 1 below) with slightly better than average growth in the
period 2013 – 2016. This may have been partly as a result of the introduction of the Growth Hub
into Gloucestershire and the improved business support that became available and some of the
early LGF investments (even before they were complete potentially as they created confidence for
business to invest/recruit) but it is difficult to attribute directly. The fact we have kept pace with
(and at times improved upon) the UK and regional rates is very positive for Gloucestershire.
2020 has seen a substantial dip (as across the UK) due to the impact of CV19, but Gloucs is
recovering quickly.
Fig 1. Employment Rate/Jobs Growth
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The chart below uses the same data but just shows the absolute numbers. Over the 10 year period,
the total number of jobs in Gloucs grew from 281,000 to a peak of 312,000 (an increase of 31,000) in
early 2020 until the impact of Covid hit. On figure 2 you can see the increase in the rate of growth
from 2013 to 2016 more clearly.
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Fig 2. Total jobs Growth
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Leverage
Leverage is a key measure of the success of the programme. It is a measure of the additional capital
investment that is made, both by public and private sector investors
Table 1 – investment leverage for LGF Programme and other LEP administered programmes
Name of Capital
Programme
Growing Places Fund
(GIIF)*
Local Growth Fund
Getting Building Fund
Total Capital
Revenue programmes
ERDF scheme
Growth Hub
Total Revenue

Capital Funding
(£)

Leverage/Additional
Investment/Match (£)

Total (£)

£8,400,000

£121,000,000

£129,400,000

£101,715,581
£11,300,000
£121,415,581

£451,300,000
£5,000,000
£577,300,000

£553,015,581
£16,300,000
£698,715,581

£36,000,000
£1,200,000
£37,200,000

£36,000,000
£0
£36,000,000

£72,000,000
£1,200,000
£73,200,000

To date the LGF programme has leveraged over £450m of additional investment and this figure will
rise to closer to £1bn once the Golden Valley scheme is fully developed. The £23.6m of LGF funding
that has been allocated to the A40 WCTIS scheme has been critical in securing the success of the
Golden Valley scheme and without it the scheme may never have happened.
Productivity
One of the key challenges that was identified back in 2014 when the SEP was initially drafted was to
improve Gloucestershire’s productivity. GVA is the government’s preferred measure for productivity.
The most recent LEP level figures are only up to 2019, but they show that although we are still just
below the UK average (which is heavily distorted by London & Thames Valley outputs) we are
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‘punching above our weight’ in relation to many similar LEP areas. We have also moved one place on
the chart from 15th to 14th over that period.
Available skills, innovation and agglomeration (the close proximity of businesses, education facilities
and available labour) are key drivers of economic productivity and the Golden Valley scheme and the
Forum development in Gloucester, (both of which have been facilitated by LGF funding) should have
a significant positive impact on GVA in the coming years. This is particularly true where we attract
higher value business activity to Gloucestershire, ie Cyber, Digital Tech and Creative Industries.
Fig 3 Productivity in GVA per hour

Fig 4. Gloucestershire performance over time
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Summary
The LGF programme has significantly improved Gloucestershire in terms of economic
performance, but perhaps more importantly has created capacity and facilities to support
long term sustainable growth in respect of robust infrastructure, (e.g. Berkely Bridge
replacement, Elmbridge Court , A40 WCTIS scheme and A419 corridor improvements) , skills
and education delivery (c25,000 m2 of new/improved space) and business support through
the Growth Hub network.
The Gloucestershire Growth Hub network and associated physical Growth Hubs is regarded
as a benchmark for business support/growth hub services within the UK and is a major
factor in the high rate of business start-ups and survival rates for Gloucs. The recent opening
of the Forest of Dean Growth Hub at Mitcheldean will hopefully be a key driver of business
and employment growth in the Forest of Dean in line with our objective of inclusive growth
across the county.
The investment in skills capacity and facilities (e.g. the GREEN skills centre and C11 Cyber
centre at Berkeley, Gloucestershire College) will have a long term legacy of improved skills
and employability for the young people of Gloucestershire and will in turn provide a talent
pipeline for business to support innovation and growth. This capacity is a key factor for
businesses when deciding to locate in Gloucestershire or not.
And our investment in local transport infrastructure, notably the A40 WCTIS scheme and the
Gloucester Transport Hub have facilitated the nationally significant investment schemes of
the Golden Valley Development (of international significance) and the Forum Digital in
Gloucester.
The Golden Valley scheme has been described by Factory (the innovation partner with HBD
who will develop the scheme) co-founder Jeremy Bamberg as a ‘once-in-a-lifetime project –
it’s unprecedented. By embracing tech, nature and innovation we’re working to transform
the area into Europe’s most intelligent Garden District – creating an ideal alternative to
chaotic city life,”

N.Hopwood
Projects and Infrastructure Manager
6/9/21
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Table 2 - Growth Deal Investment Outputs (actuals & future forecasts)
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Gloucester Transport Hub – project review
The Gloucester Transport Hub was a legacy project from the Gloucestershire Local Transport
Board, subsequently awarded £6.4m of LGF funds. The total project costs were c £10.3m with the
balance funded by Gloucester City Council (coming in slightly under the forecast budget). The
transport hub has been hugely important to Gloucester as a catalyst for additional investment. It
has not only created an iconic, modern transport hub to vastly improve the user experience for
travellers, but critically has created a significant development site in the city with adjacent
transport links that is now being developed as the Forum with a total investment of c£105m
allocated. It was also a major factor in the decision by REEF Estates to purchase and invest in the
Kings Walk shopping centre.
This project is an excellent example of public sector funding ‘pump priming’ a wider
redevelopment where there is unlikely to be a viable case for the private sector. This investment
and the subsequent Forum scheme (now under construction) will have a transformational impact
on Gloucester, substantially ‘re-positioning’ Gloucester as a potential commercial location and
investment opportunity.
Capital costs

The investment in the transport has been the catalyst for a further c£145m of capital investment
and will also deliver c100 homes (flats), Gloucester’s first 4* hotel and potentially 1500-2000 jobs
in a city centre location, in more than 100,000 sq ft of state of the art, highly flexible ‘A’ grade
office accommodation.
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The site under construction

Aerial View of the site under construction
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The proposed masterplan for the Forum development

Steelwork under construction
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The finished Transport Hub

The Forum as planned and bus station
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